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A Life Well Lived
"If anyone wants to come after me, let him say ‘No’ to himself, take up his execution-stake daily and keep following me." –
Yeshua To grasp the depth and height of the great I AM and to live life with the end (eternity) in sight is a believer's most
significant accomplishment. Within each of His chosen people, God has placed a desire to know Him, to worship Him, and to
live victoriously for Him. He has shown us how to have the right perspective concerning this life and the one to come. And
what God starts, He finishes. Come, let Messianic Rabbi Greg Hershberg open the Torah and give you glimpses of the
incredible love and character of our God. Let him point you to the Savior through the offerings of Leviticus and the mournful
lament of Psalm 22. Let him guide you through the greatest commandment as you learn to say "no" to yourself, pick up
your execution-stake, and follow the great I AM.

The Grace Awakening
Who do you say that I am? Whether or not you know it, this question, posed by Jesus, is the most important question you'll
ever answer. But it's not only a question for those who haven't trusted Jesus for salvation; it's also one for those who call
themselves followers of Christ. Many will claim to know the answer, but even Peter, who answered it correctly, didn't fully
understand who Jesus was until later. And in a culture two millennia removed, Jesus' true identity and purpose are often
obscure, making His question relevant and vital, both for non-Christians and Christians alike. This Bible Companion is
designed to help you answer His question, so that you might know Jesus?the real Jesus as revealed in the Bible. But be
warned. This book doesn't offer a mere biographical study because He was no mere man. Regardless of what you think of
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Jesus, encountering Him in the Bible is a mind-changing and life-altering event. So, if you're ready to answer Jesus' question
truthfully, then this Bible Companion will serve as a good guide to His life and teachings. And it can help you grow to know
Him better than you ever have.

Nehemiah
Max Anders' updated classic resource for learning the Bible in 30 days. Understand the Bible in 30 Days includes all the
features that made the original so popular—plus much more. Proven effective by over 200,000 readers, Understand the
Bible in 30 Days introduces you to key Bible characters, places, and events in chronological order so that you can "think
your way through" the entire Word of God. Through interesting, memory-enhancing exercises, Understand the Bible in 30
Days acquaints readers with the core teachings of Scripture in just 15 minutes a day!

The Poisonwood Bible
One of Charles R. Swindoll's most powerful works, Strengthen Your Grip has sold over one million copies. Now in paperback,
this revised and updated edition speaks more eloquently today than ever before to a world coming apart at its seams.

Why Men Hate Going to Church
In a world where everything is constantly moving forward, we often take a long, hard look in the mirror, see the same old
sinner that should have been left behind long ago, and wonder if we’ve done enough to merit God’s approval. The Creator
never intended us to be burdened by constant guilt, shame, and fear. In A Life Well Lived, Charles Swindoll provides a
poignant and inspirational message from the book of Micah that frees Christians from unscriptural notions of failure and
shows them the rewards of an obedient heart. Rather than focusing on the “Checklist Christianity” that misses God’s
message of redemption, Swindoll encourages us to embrace the fullness of our Creator’s love. Leave the shackles of secondguessing forever behind and embrace God’s grace with A Life Well Lived. “What honors the Lord is a heart that beats in the
same rhythm as His, a spirit that values the same qualities that define Him. He wants people who do what is right, who love
kindness, and who walk humbly with Him. Do as he says, and you will not only honor the Lord you love, you will live life
well.”

Strengthening Your Grip
In his new devotional, Charles Swindoll shares many of the most intimate experiences of his life--and how God used them to
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teach him some of life's most profound lessons. This devotional shows how daily struggles are the palette God uses to make
each of us into His masterpiece.

Come Before Winter and Share My Hope
Who isn’t in need of a new beginning? Bestselling author O. S. Hawkins knows that whether it be broken relationships,
integrity missteps, or loss, most of us will spend some or much of the next year trying to restore something. The good news
is . . . it’s never too late for a new beginning. Hawkins, with more than 550,000 books sold, now turns his eye to another
biblical hero in The Nehemiah Code. Nehemiah was a civil servant from 2,500 years ago who applied principles found in the
Bible for insight during hard times, help to start again, and encouragement to rebuild a life. The Nehemiah Code dives into a
theme that will resonate deeply with a wide variety of readers - insight during hard times, help to start again, and
encouragement to rebuild a life. Topics include: Taking personal responsibility Moving out of your comfort zone Rebuilding
team spirit Holding those around you accountable Doing what is right Finishing strong Proceeds of the book go directly to
the ministry Mission:Dignity, which helps more than 1,800 retired ministers, church workers, and widows who have faithfully
served God’s people and now find themselves struggling to meet even basic needs.

God's Masterwork
Did you hear the one about the Christian who couldn't keep from laughing? Chuck Swindoll has not only heard it, he tells it
in this delightful book that gives us permission to be happy again. "When did life stop being funny?" Swindoll asks. His
answer is found in this best-selling book which speaks to all busy, joy-drained people?from the pressured businessman to
the harried homemaker. In Laugh Again, readers will discover ways to live in the present, say "no" to negativism, and
realize that, while no one's life is perfect, joy and humor can be inspirational. Let Chuck Swindoll show you how to
experience outrageous joy . . . and learn to laugh again!

A Life for God
It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia are abuzz with mosquitoes and rumors of fever. Down near the docks,
many have taken ill, and the fatalities are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl at the Cook Coffeehouse. But
fourteen-year-old Mattie Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of her childhood playmate. New customers have
overrun her family's coffee shop, located far from the mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of fever are all but
overshadowed by dreams of growing her family's small business into a thriving enterprise. But when the fever begins to
strike closer to home, Mattie's struggle to build a new life must give way to a new fight-the fight to stay alive.
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Hand Me Another Brick
The daily grind - its countless little disappointments and discouragements - can wear down even the most steadfast
believer. Respected teacher and devotional writer Charles Swindoll offers an energizing remedy. Drawing on the comforting
and inspiring words of the Psalms and the Book of Proverbs, these 52 weeks of scriptural readings and reflections help
readers name - and disarm - the damaging power of day-to-day cares. Worry, fear, temptation, financial difficulties,
uncertainty, discontentment, grief, inner turmoil, dealing with difficult people, and much more - all these headaches and
heartaches are effectively countered with Swindolls' clear insight and the Scripture's strong counsel. Readers will see how
God can transform even the most demanding circustances into daily reasons for joy, fulfillment, and growth. The Christian
life can be as triumphant as it was meant to be! Powerful and practical, here is fresh confidence and unshakable hope for all
who are struggling to live beyond the daily grind.

Fascinating Stories of Forgotten Lives
Charles Swindoll brings his sensible and straightforward style to offer a deeply spiritual approach to the role of leader.
Whatever the context, secular or ministerial, he demonstrates how to size up a task, organize and motivate a team, and
respond to inevitable obstacles.

Laugh Again
What if your life hasn’t turned out the way you dreamed it would? Popular Bible teacher Chuck Swindoll invites you on a
journey through Scripture, exploring the hope the Bible offers to those who are dealing with life’s unexpected detours. Life
can be humming along as usual, and then in a matter of seconds, everything falls apart. Maybe you have experienced
sudden loss. Perhaps there is a heart-breaking betrayal. Maybe you are taking care of a family member with a disability and
you never imagined in a million years that you would be doing such a thing. Life rarely follows our rules for it. There are Uturns and S-curves none of us are prepared to endure. This book is Chuck Swindoll at his best, opening Scripture and finding
hope and wisdom for those who are struggling with the unexpected situations life has thrown at them. What if . . . God has
other plans for your life? What if . . . you are designed for something more?

Just Give Me Jesus
Charles Swindoll's practical study of the books of Matthew through 1 Thessalonians is part of God's Masterwork, a fivevolume overview of the Bible that lays a foundation for a lifetime of personal Bible study and application.
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Life lessons
How did the apostle John know that, two thousand years after he lived, your life would need a fresh touch from God? How
did John know that, at the beginning of a new millennium, our lives would be so busy, our focus so divided, our bodies so
tired, our minds so bombarded, our families so attacked, our relationships so strained, our churches so programmed . . .
that we would be desperate for the simplicity and the purity, the freedom and the fulfillment of a life lived in Jesus’ name?
John probably didn’t know. But God did. That’s why He gives us Jesus! And that’s why, as Anne Graham Lotz reveals, John’s
eyewitness account of Jesus’ life is unmistakably relevant to your life today. The same Jesus who turned water into wine is
the One who provides for your needs at this very moment. Enter into His life and find your soul refreshed with Living Water.
This new edition of Just Give Me Jesus contains an in-depth devotional guide to help you explore the words of John in a
personal and practical way, either on your own or in a group. You’ll find inspiration and revelation as you study the
Scripture more closely and record your reflections in space provided at the back of the book.

Improving Your Serve
Would you rather be a person of significance or a person of prominence? Think carefully! The answer to that question will
shape your entire future. Pastor, teacher, and beloved author Charles Swindoll says, “Somehow life has taught us poorly.
We’re trained to think that the most significant people are star athletes, actors, and musicians—the ones we applaud, those
whose autographs we seek, those who have worldly renown. “They aren’t. Not really. Most often, the people really worth
noting are those who turn a ‘nobody’ into a ‘somebody’ but never receive credit.” What is forgotten far too often is this:
Success in God’s kingdom and in the church depends upon faithful people the public rarely knows. The Old Testament
contains numerous fascinating stories of forgotten lives—unsung heroes whose actions, sacrifices, or battles failed to
ascribe them worldly renown. These great lives, however, reveal significant people whom God honors in the pages of His
Word and, therefore, deserve our serious attention and emulation. Adino took out eight hundred armed, skilled fighting men
with his sword. Eleazar attacked the Philistines by himself for so long that his comrades had to pry his sword out of his grip.
Shammah, while his companions ran like scared cats from their enemies, stood his ground—alone—and was victorious. And
yet, did you recall any of their names? They’re not on the rolls of the rich and famous. Still, they are significant. In this
eighth volume of the bestselling Great Lives from God’s Word series, Chuck will examine little-remembered Bible characters
and events. He will help you discover biblical principles and practical applications for living so that you can be who you are
in God’s estimation . . . a person of true significance.

Joseph
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In THE CHURCH AWAKENING, Charles Swindoll discusses the challenges, struggles, and priorities of the church in the twentyfirst century. He reveals the problems inherent in the entertainment-based postmodern church and shows how a return to
biblical teaching will restore its strength and impact. Now being replaced by a feel-good message instead of what Christians
need to know to stand strong in a world that's lost its way--Swindoll exposes the problems of--and solutions for--the
postmodern evangelical church. Just as he opened readers' eyes with his bold statements in The Grace Awakening, now he
offers a straightforward volume revealing how to reestablish a life-altering church with Christ as Lord and Master.
Illuminating and empowering, THE CHURCH AWAKENING will ignite a revolution in the way Christians "do church" for years
to come.

Nehemiah People
No family today is more dysfunctional than Joseph's. No one faces greated temptation than Potiphar's wife offered Joseph.
No faith is challenged more severely than was Joseph's on death row. Yet Joseph stood firm, exemplifying what is possible
when ordinary people maintain their connections with God. Like an epic novel filled with intrigue, tension, and torrential
emotions, Joseph's triumphiant story touches us all. This third volume in Charles Swindoll's"Great Lives" series presents a
fresh look at one of the most intriguing characters in the Old Testament and focuses on the virtue of forgiveness in the face
of deceit and betrayal.

Leading with a Limp
A steaming cup of coffee, a heart-warming story, a poignant time of meditation and prayer in your favorite place of solitude.
A few quiet moments alone with God?what a great way to begin . . . or end . . . your day. Now, Charles, Swindoll, the master
communicator whose compelling stories and eye-opening insights have helped millions of people find and build meaningful
relationships with God, brings you this moving collection of 365 daily devotionals. Based on the Bible and his best-selling
classic, The Finishing Touch, this new book provides just what you need to open your heart to the Lord's love and leading
every day. Your soul-strengthening journey through this volume can begin at any time during the year. And you will be
drawn ever nearer to the heart of God through these brief encounters with Him as you study and worship Day by Day with
Charles Swindoll.

Explore the Bible
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the story of an American missionary family in the Congo during
a poignant chapter in African history. It spins the tale of the fierce evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife and
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four daughters on a missionary journey into the heart of darkness of the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to
Africa all they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all of it - from garden seeds to the King James Bible - is
calamitously transformed on African soil. Told from the perspective of the five women, this is a compelling exploration of
African history, religion, family, and the many paths to redemption. The Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the Pulitzer
Prize in 1999 and was chosen as the best reading group novel ever at the Penguin/Orange Awards. It continues to be read
and adored by millions worldwide.

Great Days with the Great Lives
Dr. Chuck Missler's Prophecy 20/20 is a comprehensive, easily digested book that will give you a basic understanding of
how past events fulfilled biblical prophecy. It provides a strategic grasp of prophecy that equips you to clearly see the
"prophetic moment" of current events. Chuck Missler, founder of Koinonia House, analyzes trends on the geopolitical and
technological horizons as well as their implications for the coming years.

Lay that Trumpet in Our Hands
“Church is boring.” “It’s irrelevant.” “It’s full of hypocrites.” You’ve heard the excuses —now learn the real reasons men and
boys are fleeing churches of every kind, all over the world. Christianity is the only world religion with a chronic shortage of
men. David Murrow identifies the barriers to male participation, and explains why it’s so hard to motivate the men who do
go to church. Then, he takes you inside several fast-growing congregations that are winning the hearts of men and boys.
The first release of Why Men Hate Going to Church sold more than 125,000 copies and was published in multiple languages.
This edition is completely revised, reorganized, and rewritten, with more than 70 percent new content. Why Men Hate Going
to Church does not call men back to church—it calls the church back to men. “This is one of the most helpful books for
understanding why men are indifferent toward church and how churches must change to welcome men.” —MARK
DRISCOLL, pastor of Mars Hill Church; cofounder of Acts 29 Church Planting; founder of The Resurgence “[This] is a
prophetic and relevant ‘snap-out-of-it’ masterwork that every pastor must read—not just for the sake of the kingdom, but
also for his own sake and sanity in ministry.” —KENNY LUCK, men’s pastor, Saddleback Church “David Murrow knows how
to connect with men. Where was this guy when I was twenty?” —FRANK PASTORE, host of America’s largest Christian talk
show, KKLA (Los Angeles) GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE AVAILABLE FOR FREE AT WWW.CHURCHFORMEN.COM/GUIDES

A Life Well Lived
The most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers the real value of personal beauty and friendship.
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Great Lives: Jesus Bible Companion
Living the Psalms
Here is one of those rare and remarkable debuts that herald the appearance of a major new talent on the literary scene.
Inspired by real events, Lay That Trumpet In Our Hands is a wise and luminous story about a northern family, a southern
town, and the senseless murder that sparks an extraordinary act of courage. To this day, my family is in disagreement as to
precisely when the nightmare began. For me, it was the morning Daddy and Luther discovered Marvin, beaten, shot, and
dying, in the Klan’s stomping grounds off Round Lake Road. My brother Ren disagrees. He points to the small cluster of
scars that begin just outside his left eye and trail horizontally across his temple to the top of his ear. Ren claims it started
when the men in white robes took the unprecedented step of shooting at two white children. Others say it was when Mr.
Thurgood Marshall of the NAACP and Mr. Hoover’s FBI came to town. Mother and Daddy shake their heads. In their minds,
the real beginning was much earlier.

Character Counts
Nehemiah is an example to believers that God's people have to leave places of comfort to be used by God to accomplish
His purpose.

Fever 1793
We desperately need role models worth following. Authentic heroes. People of integrity. Great lives to inspire us to do
better, to climb higher, to stand taller. ?Chuck Swindoll Great Days with the Great Lives is a collection of biographies taken
from the Great Lives from God's Word series. Each day provides a Scripture reference and devotional thought based on the
experience of some of the greatest heroes of the Bible?men and women whose authentic walk with God will teach us,
encourage us, and warn us. These profiles in character from one of America's most beloved teachers, Chuck Swindoll, offer
us hope for the future. They show us that God can do extraordinary things through ordinary men and women like us. They
teach us what it means to be genuinely spiritual people?people after God's own heart. Join us now for 365 Great Days with
Great Lives?an exploration into the hearts and lives of God's heroes who continue to instruct and inspire.

Prophecy 20/20
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What ever happened to good Christian character and conduct? Character and conduct are inextricably connected. Today’s
headlines highlight society’s problems, but then the pundits simplistically push the blame off on big business, big
government, or some other faceless entity. Yet—with the exception of natural disasters—most problems are caused by
people people who put money, power, or personal gain ahead of the bedrock values of character and integrity. We are all
now collectively paying the price for years of selfish excess brought on by these behaviors. This book is about integrity,
character, and values. The key qualities needed to live a life of integrity will be explained and illustrated through the stories
of men and women in the Bible. Conduct reveals character, and we best understand integrity when we see it lived out in a
person’s life.

The Dynamics of Effective Leadership
Will God's leadership principles work for me today? God has not left believers in positions of leadership alone in their
responsibilities. Through the example of one of history's greatest leaders, Nehemiah, we can apply God's principles of
leadership. They work as effectively in today's dynamic business world as they did centuries ago. Cyril Barber brings out
these Biblical principles in a clear and effective way, applying them to our contemporary world. By examining the
challenges that Nehemiah faced, and looking at how he overcame them, Barber shows how you can deal with the situations
you face every day. The principles taught are essential for all in administrative positions: business people, foremen,
managers, supervisors, teachers, church leaders, and parents.

Living Beyond the Daily Grind
In this classic volume, Charles Swindoll uniquely shows the important aspects of authentic servanthood, such as: What it
takes to serve unselfishly Why a servant has such a powerful influence What challenges and rewards a servant can expect
He offers clear guidelines on developing a servant's heart and challenges you to realize the rich rewards promised in a life
of authentic Christian servanthood.

Hand Me Another Brick: Timeless Lessons on Leadership
Charles Swindoll uses the example of the apostle Peter to show readers how to find hope after pain, loss, or
disappointment. This is the paperback version of Swindoll's bestselling book.

The Nehemiah Code
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These study guides, part of a 16-volume set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take readers on a journey through
biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the
explored passage or concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, as well as ample space for
journaling, The MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages.

The Bible Knowledge Commentary
Can God really use me? Amazement! That is the reaction of many who have experienced the power of God while praying for
healing for the sick. Charles and Frances Hunter discovered the keys to healing found in the Bible and through the
innovations of medical science. You will find that God can use you to bring healing and help to family, friends, and literally
everyone you come in contact with. No longer will you have to stand by, helpless, when people are hurting.

What If . . . God Has Other Plans?
Put your flawed foot forward. Pick up most leadership books and you’ll find strategies for leveraging your power and
minimizing your areas of weakness. But think about the leaders whose names have gone down in history. Most of them
were so messed up that, if they were looking for work today, no executive placement service would give them the time of
day. God’s criteria for choosing leaders runs counter to the conventional wisdom. Our culture equates strength with
effectiveness, but God favors leaders who know the value of brokenness. In Leading With a Limp, you’ll discover what
makes flawed leaders so successful. They’re not preoccupied with protecting their image, they are undaunted by chaos and
complexity, they are ready to risk failure in moving an organization from what is to what should be. God chooses leaders
who aren’t deceived by the myths of power and control, but who realize that God’s power is found in brokenness. If you are
a leader–or if you have been making excuses to avoid leading–find out how you can take full advantage of your weakness. A
limping leader is the person God uses to accomplish amazing things. To go deeper, check out the Leading With a Limp
Workbook.

The Finishing Touch
The Church Awakening
HELP FROM EXPERT SCHOLARS IN UNDERSTANDING THE SCRIPTURES • What does That verse mean? • How should I
interpret this passage? • What is the significance of this word or phrase in Hebrew or Aramaic? • How do Bible-time
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customs help me understand the meaning of this passage? • How does the information on the author, historical
background, and features of a Bible book help interpret that book? The Bible Knowledge Commentary answers these and
other questions about the Scriptures, discussing all the Bible verse by verse and often phrase by phrase. In addition, maps,
charts, and diagrams help you grasp the meanings of the biblical text. Unlike most others this commentary is by authors
from one school - Dallas Theological Seminary. The Bible Knowledge Commentary - popular in style and scholarly in content
- will deepen your understanding of God's written Word

30 Days to Understanding the Bible
In a world where everything is constantly moving forward, we often take a long, hard look in the mirror, see the same old
sinner that should have been left behind long ago, and wonder if we’ve done enough to merit God’s approval. The Creator
never intended us to be burdened by constant guilt, shame, and fear. In A Life Well Lived, Charles Swindoll provides a
poignant and inspirational message from the book of Micah that frees Christians from unscriptural notions of failure and
shows them the rewards of an obedient heart. Rather than focusing on the “Checklist Christianity” that misses God’s
message of redemption, Swindoll encourages us to embrace the fullness of our Creator’s love. Leave the shackles of secondguessing forever behind and embrace God’s grace with A Life Well Lived. “What honors the Lord is a heart that beats in the
same rhythm as His, a spirit that values the same qualities that define Him. He wants people who do what is right, who love
kindness, and who walk humbly with Him. Do as he says, and you will not only honor the Lord you love, you will live life
well.”

Handbook for Healing
One of Christianity’s most beloved pastors walks readers through the book of Psalms, helping them live its comforts and
promises in the face of life’s relentless daily grind.

The Rainbow Fish
Describes the enemies of spiritual grace in everyday life, and encourages readers to look beyond the frustration and guilt of
trying to please others to find the gift of God's grace

Hope Again
Do others look to you for leadership? Do you face a major task or shoulder heavy responsibilities? Do you want to take your
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leadership skills to a higher level? When Nehemiah confronted the task of rebuilding Jerusalem's wall, he was heartbroken
by the damage he saw and nearly overwhelmed by the task that lay before him. Yet through the application of timeless
leadership principles, Nehemiah completed this nearly impossible project, and laid a pattern for success which is just as
valid for us today. Charles Swindoll brings his sensible and straightforward style to offer a deeply spiritual approach to the
role of leader. Whatever the context, secular or ministerial, he demonstrates how to size up a task, organize and motivate a
team, and respond to inevitable obstacles such as these: Unforeseen setbacks Unrelenting deadlines Criticism and outside
resistance Personality conflicts Financial pressures and temptations The insights that Swindoll draws from Nehemiah's wise
administration will change your approach to leadership forever.

Day by Day with Charles Swindoll
Nehemiah People defines the sacred calling to bring God's divine order to all the spheres of culture outside the walls of the
church house. In Nehemiah People, you will discover your purpose and destiny in society is on a much higher scale than you
ever imagined. Through the life of Nehemiah of the Bible, this compelling book describes God’s positioning and
development process for 21st Century men and women. You will begin to understand the challenges men and women with
a Nehemiah type calling will most certainly face in our generation and practical solutions to those challenges.
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